
TECHNOLOGY

CERTIFIED HEARING PROTECTION

ISOTUNES® ARE TESTED TO SAFETY INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND
PROVEN TO BE THE BEST AT BLOCKING OUTSIDE NOISE

ISOtunes® products are tested and approved in accordance with ANSI S3.19-1974 specifications. As 
such, they meet OSHA and NIOSH requirements to be used as hearing protectors in the workplace.

ISOtunes® are Bluetooth earbuds proven to block outside noise, allowing you to appreciate your music
in peace and quiet, no matter how loud your environment is.

When used as directed, ISOtunes® offers a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 26 dB, ISOtunes® PRO 
offers an NRR of 27 dB, and ISOtunes® Wired offers an NRR of 29 dB.

https://www.recreationid.com/isotunes/


SAFEMAX™ 

HEARING CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY

ISOTUNES® IS COMMITTED TO PROTECTING AND CONSERVING
YOUR HEARING

More than 25 million Americans suffer from Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL), many of whom have 
been exposed to excessive noise at work or during leisure activities. We do NOT want to add to that 
number, so we've taken steps to make sure we won't.

ISOtunes® signature SafeMax™ Technology ensures that our products won't damage your hearing, 
even when used at maximum volume for the full battery life duration. That is why all of our earplug 
headphones limit the volume output to 85 decibels, making them in line with OSHA and NIOSH 
standards.

ISOtunes® is committed to personal safety. With our earplug products, we do our part to not only 
protect your ears from loud outside noises, but allow you to appreciate the sounds of the world 
around you for years to come.



BLUETOOTH® TECHNOLOGY

WE BELIEVE THE FUTURE OF HEARING PROTECTION
INCORPORATES WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

ISOtunes® utilize the latest Bluetooth® technology to maximize the potential of your hearing 
protection experience. Our Bluetooth hearing protectors seamlessly integrate with your favorite 
devices and, ultimately, whatever lifestyle you live. 

• Hands-free calling
• DualConnect: connect to two devices at once
• Voice command activated
• Supports iOS battery life indicator*
• Wireless range of 30+ feet 

*ISOtunes® products supports Bluetooth® battery level indicator. This means that when connected to 
iOS devices, the battery power status can be seen in the upper right corner of the screen. Please use 
this as a guideline - there are many factors to battery level accuracy that influence this measurement.



NOISE CANCELING MIC

MUTE THE WORLD... EVEN WHILE YOU TALK
One of the greatest benefits of Bluetooth headphones is that you can seamlessly make and take calls 
from your phone while keeping your hands free. But do your current Bluetooth headphones suppress 
noise from your environment to create clutter-free clarity for your listener on the other end?

ISOtunes® do.

Our built-in microphones contain noise suppression and echo cancellation technologies that block 
steady-state noises like mowers, blowers, fans, vacuums, tractors, motors, engines, and the like so you
can increase productivity by taking calls in loud environments.

This helps listeners on both ends of the line hear each others' voices, and NOT the world around them.



PROVEN DURABILITY

ISOTUNES® ARE BUILT TO LAST, AND BACKED BY A BEST-IN-CLASS
1-YEAR WARRANTY

Your work can get dirty and your headphones need to be able to withstand exposure to the elements. 
We design our products to meet the toughest standards for use in your workshop, yard, jobsite, and 
beyond.

ISOtunes® durability ratings by product:
ISOtunes® Wired: IPX5 water and sweat resistant
ISOtunes® Original: IPX3 water and sweat resistant
ISOtunes® Xtra: IP45 water, sweat, and dust resistant
ISOtunes® PRO: IP55 water, sweat and dust resistant



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

WHILE USING ISOTUNES®

Are there any environments in which it is not safe to use ISOtunes products?

ISOtunes® products do an excellent job of blocking outside noise. As such, they should NOT be used in
environments where users need to be fully aware of their surroundings for personal safety reasons. 
For example, we do NOT recommend using them while driving a car or riding a motorcycle. Similarly, 
we do NOT recommend them for use when riding a bicycle outside. The user is solely responsible for 
ensuring that ISOtunes® products are used ONLY in safe environments.

Are ISOtunes® approved for use in my workplace?

Each workplace has its own rules and restrictions on what can or must be used to ensure prevention 
of hearing loss. For most facilities, the main requirement is that the Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) for 
the devices is sufficient.

Simply ask your manager or company’s Safety Official to determine whether or not ISOtunes® 
products are suitable for your workplace. And when using ISOtunes products, please abide by the 
rules established by your place of employment.



ISOTUNES CUSTOMERS



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR THE WORKSHOP

THE STANDARD IN WORKSHOP HEARING PROTECTION
Whether you’re welding or running a miter saw, jigsaw, planer or jointer, it’s hard to ignore one simple
fact: shop tools are loud. But it doesn’t end there – they can cause severe long-term hearing loss and 
tinnitus if used without hearing protection.

ISOtunes® are the new standard in workshop hearing protection. They’re lightweight, durable earbuds
that are proven to block loud noises while allowing you to stay connected to your phone for streaming
music and taking phone calls in the shop. Every ISOtunes® product is ANSI-certified and OSHA-
compliant, so you can rest assured that you’re doing the right thing for your ears.

Each ISOtunes® product also includes our signature background noise-cancelling microphone 
technology, which allows you to use many tools and machines without interrupting your phone calls. 
Our microphones pick up steady-state noises like saws, fans, and vacuums and cancel them out so the 
person you’re talking to can’t hear them. Checkmate, power tools.

ISOtunes® products are also much smaller than their earmuff alternatives. Weighing merely grams and
fitting into any pockets, ISOtunes® products can be brought anywhere and used comfortably 
anytime... even when it's 100+ degrees outside.



COMMON NOISE EXPOSURE IN THE WORKSHOP



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR LAWN CARE

Muffs are too hot and too heavy. There, we said it. Chances are, you were already thinking it anyways. 
If you haven’t done away with them yet, you will after meeting ISOtunes®.

ISOtunes® are lightweight, durable, certified hearing protectors that allow you to stream music and 
take phone calls while protecting your hearing at the same time – essential for lawncare professionals 
in the modern age. Our products are ANSI-certified and OSHA-compliant, so you can have no 
reservations about using them for work. That’s precisely what they’re made for.

Tired of turning off your equipment to take calls? We thought you might be. That’s why each 
ISOtunes® product includes our signature background noise cancelling mic that eliminates steady-
state noises like mowers and blowers so you can take calls while keeping your equipment running. 
How’s that for increasing productivity?



COMMON LAWN CARE SOUND EXPOSURE



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR CONSTRUCTION

3-IN-1 HEARING PROTECTION, MUSIC, AND CALLS
Power tools, equipment and heavy machines are constantly wearing you down as you work. The noise
exposure is not only exhausting, but dangerous and damaging, especially over time. If you want to 
keep your hearing until a ripe old age, you’re likely already doing what you can to protect it. But now 
you can do more than just protect it.

ISOtunes® aren’t just hearing protectors, they’re also the most effective way to stay connected while 
on the job site. Whether it’s one-touch for phone calls or wireless access to all your music, ISOtunes® 
bring the power of your phone right to your fingertips, in the form of lightweight, durable earplug 
headphones.

Each ISOtunes® product also includes our signature background noise-cancelling microphone 
technology, which allows you to use many tools and machines without interrupting your phone calls. 
Our microphones pick up steady-state noises like saws, fans, and vacuums and cancel them out so the 
person you’re talking to can’t hear them. Checkmate, power tools.

ISOtunes® products are also much smaller than their earmuff alternatives. Weighing merely grams and
fitting into any pockets, ISOtunes® products can be brought anywhere and used comfortably 
anytime... even when it's 100+ degrees outside.



COMMON CONSTRUCTION NOISE EXPOSURE



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR MANUFACTURING

THE PROTECTION YOU NEED,

THE CONNECTIVITY YOU WANT
Noise exposure in the workplace is a common problem, but many hearing protectors fall short of 
today’s standards for workplace connectivity and enjoyment. Meet ISOtunes®, the hearing protectors 
employees actually want to wear.

ISOtunes® are lightweight, durable, earplug headphones that allow users to stream music and take 
phone calls while significantly reducing harmful background noise. Our products are ANSI-certified 
and OSHA-compliant, made specifically for working professionals.

ISOtunes® are engineered with these exact workers in mind: Bluetooth® connectivity is supplemented 
by the added benefit of noise isolation through proven hearing protection. It's true noise isolation for 
a better work experience.

While ISOtunes® aren’t suitable for all industrial environments, for those that are appropriate, 
ISOtunes® have contributed to significant improvements in workplace productivity and connectivity, as
well employee enjoyment, appreciation, and retention.



COMMON INDUSTRY NOISE EXPOSURE



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR FARM & OUTDOOR

ISOTUNES® KEEP YOU CONNECTED & PROTECTED
Tractors. They’re loud, right? Darn right. So are chain saws, saw mills, harvesters, mowers, and just 
about everything else that has an engine. And if you’re still using basic earplugs or earmuffs, it might 
be time for a 21st century hearing protection upgrade. Enter ISOtunes®.

ISOtunes® are certified hearing protectors that allow you to stay connected to your phone for taking 
calls and streaming music. Now you can significantly reduce environmental noise and make those long
days a little more enjoyable.

Each ISOtunes® product includes our signature background noise cancelling mic that eliminates 
steady-state noises like engines and mowers so you can take calls while keeping your equipment 
running. How’s that for increasing productivity on the job?

ISOtunes® products are also much smaller than their earmuff alternatives. Weighing merely grams and
fitting into any pockets, ISOtunes® products can be brought anywhere and used comfortably 
anytime... even when it's 100+ degrees outside.



COMMON FARM & OUTDOOR NOISE EXPOSURE



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR AUTO RACING

TAKE YOUR RACETRACK EXPERIENCE 

TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Race cars. They’re loud, right? Chances are, if you’ve been to a track more than once, you’ve got a go-
to hearing protection device that’s always by your side. But if you’re still using basic earplugs or 
earmuffs, it might be time for a 21st century hearing protection upgrade. Enter ISOtunes®.

ISOtunes® are ultra-lightweight earplug headphones that protect your ears and allow you to stay 
connected to your phone for listening to the race in real time. Every ISOtunes® product has an ANSI-
certified Noise Reduction Ratings (NRR) and high quality audio streaming to make your long days at 
the track more enjoyable and less fatiguing. Perhaps best of all, they fit as easily as earplugs, and 
won’t get hot like earmuffs.

Pro tip: download the iHeartRadio app for your phone so you can stream live race broadcasts with 
your ISOtunes®. 



COMMON NOISE EXPOSURE AT THE RACETRACK



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR HUNTING

STAY CONNECTED AND PROTECTED ON THE RANGE
If you like earplugs, you’ll love ISOtunes®.

ISOtunes® are ultra-lightweight earbuds that protect your ears and allow you to stay connected to 
your phone for taking calls and streaming music. Every ISOtunes® product has an ANSI-certified Noise 
Reduction Ratings (NRR) and high quality audio streaming to reduce the risk of gun noise exposure 
and make your time on the range more enjoyable.

ISOtunes® fit just like earplugs, and won’t get hot like earmuffs. Weighing less than 20 grams, 
ISOtunes® are comfortable hearing protection companions that you’ll hardly realize you’re wearing at 
all.



COMMON NOISE EXPOSURE ON THE RANGE



EARPLUG HEADPHONES 

FOR TRAVEL

ISOTUNES® ARE THE PERFECT TRAVEL COMPANION FOR PLANES,
TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES

ISOtunes® are Bluetooth earbuds designed for contemporary consumers, but with a slight twist: the 
eartips are made from industrial-grade hearing protection foam.

ISOtunes® are tested to the strictest industrial noise reduction standards and proven to block outside 
noise. With comfortable fit, best-in-class noise reduction, and high quality audio streaming, ISOtunes® 
will make you look forward to your next travel experience.

With superior noise blocking capabilities, sound quality and comfort, ISOtunes® are a perfect 
companion for frequent flyers, commuters, and motorcyclists alike. 



COMMON TRAVEL NOISE EXPOSURE

If you’re looking for quality portable audio & video, visit our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/headphones-portable-audio.html

